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About This Content

The Pirate's Fate has a ton of art, and the Pirate's Fate Art Book has it all - and then some. Prepare for over 400 pages of art,
including multiple characters, sequences, costumes, romances, backgrounds, and endings that didn't make it into the game.

Along with way, you'll also be treated to special commentary by artist Volkenfox and writer T.F. Wright as they explain their
insight into the design process.

To locate the DLC please follow these instructions: Right-click (Ctrl+Click on Mac) The Pirate's Fate in your library, then
select Properties>Local Files>Browse Local Files.
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I've had this game a long time and I finally got around to playing it. A very enjoyable experience. Fun story, music a little
repetitive but nice, the art weak in a few spots but overall very good. A really great story and game. It was nice and long, with a
few twists along the way. Definitely a recommended for those of us who enjoy this sort of thing. :D. WARNING: No updates
since launch (3 months) and developer is completely silent. Best avoided until an update arrives to prove it hasn't been
abandoned.

4.3 out of 10 (will revise review when updates arrive)

The initial ea release of 16 stages takes just a few minutes to blast through the lot so theirs not much here but does present
replay credentials. Some stages are better than others and most of the stages re-use the same assets with a variation on the
challenges. Visually the game is sparse but that's okay for a target shooting game.

Others have compared this to Point Blank. Well that's a loose comparison at best, DoubleTap is mearly a take on the Point
Blank mini-game arcade shooting gallery concept but no way compares to Point Blank; DoubleTap is still very rough with only
30% of the stages, no leaderboard, primitive presentation, no difficulty levels or any in-game setting options.

The thing is I've enjoyed what I've played so far, but with early access being a gamble and the intital content delivered here
feeling like the minimum possible delivered for a early access release I can't genuinely recommend DoubleTap until I see
further development updates. It's a cheap price but I have concerns this game has been abandoned by the developer.. DLC
weighs down my every thought. How can I send my children to school now that I've given Paradox their tuition money for
endless DLC???. I cant even play it and ive just bought a new laptop. A rather uninspired clone of Plants vs. Zombies,
emphasizing action rather than strategy. The pace becomes quite hectic in later levels, even in easy mode (playing in veteran
mode becomes ridicolously hard in the third season at the latest), since you constantly have to click various objects and enemies
with the Zapper gun. Selecting and placing turrets and refining your strategy becomes a minor matter then, also due to the fact
that the turrets themselves are rather boring (single target damage, area damage, slowing targets ...), luckily the enemies are
more varied.

Beware Planet Earth is not a bad game. It's quite stylish and entertaining for a few hours. It's just that I liked Plants vs. Zombies
better in every single regard. And Kingdom Rush. And Defender's Quest. And Sol Survivor. And Sentinel. And Defense Grid.
And iBomber Defense. And Field Runners. Did I say Beware ... is not a bad game? Well, it's not a very good one either. Only
recommeded if you're really desperate to play a new Tower Defense game.. About 10 years ago I got into parallax and arduino
micro controllers. Made some silly little robots that would wander the house like gold fish and a couple mini sumo bots... Once I
met my wife she wasn't too keen on the middle of the living room being a robot arena and the minimal furniture being dedicated
to robot construction so I packed it all up. After my Facebook got hacked I don't even have any cool photos left. Been looking
for a game like this for quite some time. I've spent thousands of dollars on robot parts and tools, at $14.99 you should play this
game if you're interested into getting into robotics. Even if you're not interested in robotics, no coding knowledge required. It's a
nice little game.

R.I.P. letsmakerobots https:\/\/hackaday.com\/2015\/09\/25\/lets-make-robots-changes-hands-kerfuffle-ensues\/
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I was hesitant to start Quern. As a Myst series super-fan, I've been burned too many times by look-alikes. But after the first few
hours, Quern won me over.

If I were comparing Quern to an entry in the Myst series, it's a Myst III: Exile. The puzzles are not organic parts of the world,
arising from the player's need to figure out the world. They're just puzzles, naked and unashamed, written into the story using
the age-old "I brought you here to teach you something" trope. Like the entire Myst series, the whole story is a (probably
unconscious) fable of settler colonialism. But Quern makes it work, for the most part, because the puzzles are just challenging
enough, and also because it's just so gosh-darned pretty.

Quern helpfully integrates a notebook and screenshot feature. It didn't quite eliminate my need for hand-drawn notes, but it
came close. Keeping copious notes- well over 200 pages in my case!- kept the difficulty manageable. That was important,
because the puzzles are mostly linear; you can't just give up on one and go tackle something else. Having a notebook to review in-
game was a useful thinking tool.

Another useful mechanic is the ability to make any actionable items sparkle with a keypress. This isn't flawless; the sparkles are
sometimes placed incorrectly, depending on your viewing angle. It does, however, eliminate most of the annoyance of pixel-
hunting.

Quern does use an inventory, and in one of the few conventions of the genre left unsubverted, it has an improbably large
capacity. At points, carrying around a large warehouse of potentially useful items tempts you to a lot of guessing, just trying to
plop things into the right receptacles. Fortunately, most of the puzzles are logical and can be reasoned through, once you have
the right materials available.

If you like to think through puzzles and uncover storylines gradually, Quern will be a solid 30 hours of entertaining gameplay..
Cute, awesome, great gameplay, great sound effects, plot is great. Everything is great!. It's ok but I would like free play you
should watch thenorthernalex on YouTube what the his play through to see if you want to buy it or not. prog.1 is a very fun little
puzzle\/platformer. Each level has you collecting objects in the enviroment while the platforms beneath you are being corrupted
by your character. The platforming feels good for the most part, but I felt at times the jumping was a little unresponsive or the
momentum while jumping was inconsistant. (I was also playing on a keyboard, so your mileage may vary.) Overall though, a fun
game that is for sure worth taking a look at.. These units are awesome!
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